Operations & Resource Development Policy

Newmont works to maximize value through leading exploration, project development, operational, and technical performance. Our aim is to deliver returns at every stage of the mining lifecycle by continuously improving how we find, develop, mine, process, and reclaim mineral deposits; and to deliver sustainable benefits to host communities from exploration through closure.

- **We work safely.** We are committed to protecting the health and wellbeing of our employees and contractors by focusing on safety leadership, behaviors, systems and risk management. Our goal is to achieve zero harm everywhere we work.

- **Our world-class exploration program focuses on high-value prospects.** We strengthen our portfolio by discovering significant, long-life ore bodies, and by identifying opportunities for brownfield expansion of existing mines. Exploration opportunities are prioritized based on their positive contribution to portfolio value and mine life, and to our cost and risk profile. We report reserves and resources in strict compliance with recognized external standards and regulations.

- **We maintain a strong growth pipeline.** We continuously optimize our growth pipeline and develop only our most promising projects safely, on time, and on budget. Our project, operational and technical leaders collaborate to maximize value across the project development cycle.

- **Our operations deliver industry-leading results.** We run our operations safely, reliably, and efficiently, and we work to minimize risk and maximize value across every phase of mining, processing, and closure. Our goal is to continuously improve costs and efficiency while leading in safety, operational, technical, social, and environmental practices.

- **Our technical expertise is a source of competitive differentiation.** We derive competitive advantage from our leading technical practices – exploration, project management, resource modeling, reserves and resources governance, mine engineering, mineral processing, metallurgy, asset management, informational/operational technology and business improvement. Our research and development programs are focused on delivering step changes in value creation and risk reduction.

- **We are committed to sustainable development.** We make long-term commitments to our operations and to the people and land impacted by our activities. Our ability to make lasting contributions to social wellbeing, environmental stewardship, and economic prosperity wherever we operate helps maintain our license to operate and grow.
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